
long, we met the issue we’d been afraid of 

– one of the huge buses had broken down 

and there was no room to pass. These Indian 

Tatas spend most of their time down in the 

valley floors, where their fuel pumps aren’t 

worked too hard. However bring them up 

here where the air is thin and the inclines 

are steep, and the fuel pumps give out. 

Luckily we had Tek, our ace mechanic, with 

us and he fell upon the Tata. Stripping down 

the fuel pump and clearing out the whole 

system took a while, but he got the heap 

moving and we carried on. 

We arrived at Rara Lake as night was 

falling. Pitching camp among inquisitive 

ponies and huge semi-feral dogs belonging 

to shepherds, we set up tents and ponchos 

on a low ridge under the shadow of the 

huge mountains that mark the Chinese 

border on the other side of the lake. Beer 

made an appearance, as did British Army 

rations, and sleep wasn’t far behind. 

The three Land Rovers were doing their 

job admirably. Pounded to bits on the crazy 

rutted mudslides that pass as roads in these 

hills, loaded with expedition gear, they did 

whatever was asked of them. 

The set-up of the three was interesting. 

Ian’s 90, optimised as an off-roader, was 

unhappy on tarmac at anything over 55mph 

– stiff suspension, mud tyres and light weight 

coupled to the powerful 2.4 TDCi engine 

meant that on ‘real’ roads the back end was 

lively. At the other extreme, the Range Rover 

was lazily powerful on tarmac but rolled like 

an oil tanker on the rough stuff. Somewhere 

in the middle was Mohindra’s Disco – riding 

on heavier springs than normal it had a great 

compromise between axle articulation and 

comfort. Its Tdi was rebuilt but the turbo was 

not, so it did tend to blow smoke a little. 

All too soon our trails led us down the 

valley… and here we are at the Gurkha camp 

on our way back to Kathmandu. 

Our host is the Gurkha Welfare Trust, an 

organisation that helps retired veterans of the 

Gurkha regiments of the British Army if they 

choose to settle here in Nepal. We see schools, 

houses and welfare programmes constructed 

to help these Nepali ex-soldiers. 

Nepal is a tremendous country – huge 

mountains, dense jungles and flat plains 

running down towards India. And 

everywhere you go, smiling, friendly and 

welcoming people. We’re a day away from 

Kathmandu and the flight home, but I know 

as soon as I leave I’ll be planning my return.

How you can do it too
Land Rovers Overland is a growing British-

run business in the suburbs of Kathmandu. 

Providing servicing and outfitting for Land 

Rovers across the city keeps the firm busy, 

but it specialises in offering support for 

overland travellers to and through Nepal. 

It’s also in the early stages of arranging self-

drive Land Rover hire for travellers wishing to 

explore this beautiful landscape. 

Take a look at landroversoverland.com 

to find out how you can experience the 

Himalayas from a Land Rover. LRO

Discovery enters a typically 
rickety Nepalese hill town

● Language: Nepali, English, Hindi, dialects
● Currency: Nepal rupee
● Cost of fuel: 57p-60p diesel
● Time difference to UK: 4hr 45min ahead.
● Drive on the right.
● Which maps? Nelles and National 

Geographic both do up-to-date whole-country 

maps but the best are printed by Nepal Map 

Company and the Nepal Map Publishing 

Company. They are widely available.

● Rights of way: There is no distinction 

between tracks, roads and trails in Nepal. 

Farmland should not be driven on and 

religious sites should be respected.
● We stayed at: wild campsites and village 

hostels and hotels. Home stays are also very 

possible – ask at tea houses on route.
● How we got there: Flights to Kathmandu 

are seldom direct. Once in Nepal, there’s a 

network of small airstrips as the roads are 

often impassable, eg in monsoon season. Yeti 

AIrlines and Buddha Air are good local carriers. 
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